Bradbury Theater Episode Guide

Episodes: Ray Bradbury Theater - 65 total Episodes

- ray bradbury theater, shows 01-05 (divx 1985)
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 01 (The Crowd).avi 204 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 02 (Marionettes Inc).avi 212 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 03 (Banshee).avi 211 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 04 (The Playground).avi 208 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 05 (The Screaming Woman).avi 212 Mb

- ray bradbury theater, shows 06-10 (divx 1985)
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 06 (The Town Where No One Got Off).avi 225 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 07 (The Coffin).avi 193 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 08 (Gotcha!).avi 186 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 09 (The Emissary).avi 192 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 10 (The Man Upstairs).avi 194 Mb

- ray bradbury theater, shows 11-15 (divx 1985)
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 11 (The Small Assassin).avi 187 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 12 (On the Orient, North).avi 192 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 13 (The Fruit at the Bottom of the Bowl).avi 186 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 14 (Tyrannosaurus Rex).avi 191 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 15 (There Was an Old Woman).avi 193 Mb

- ray bradbury theater, shows 16-20 (divx 1985)
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 16 (Skeleton).avi 189 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 17 (Punishment Without Crime).avi 192 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 18 (And So Died Riabouchinska).avi 179 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 19 (The Dwarf).avi 177 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 20 (A Miracle of Rare Device).avi 179 Mb

- ray bradbury theater, shows 21-25 (divx 1985)
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 21 (The Lake).avi 179 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 22 (The Haunting of the New).avi 177 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 23 (To the Chicago Abyss).avi 176 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 24 (The Veldt).avi 177 Mb
  - Ray Bradbury Theater 25 (Boys! Raise Giant Mushrooms In Your Cellar!).avi 176 Mb
• ray bradbury theater, shows 26-30 (divx 1985)
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 26 (The Pedestrian).avi 178 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 27 The Wind.avi 180 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 28 (A Sound of Thunder).avi 178 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 29 (The Wonderful Death of Dudley Stone).avi 178 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 30 (Hail and Farewell).avi 178 Mb

• ray bradbury theater, shows 31-35 (divx 1985)
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 31 (Touched with Fire).avi 172 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 32 (Here There Be Tygers).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 33 (Touch of Petulance).avi 172 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 34 (The Black Ferris).avi 172 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 35 (The Long Years).avi 173 Mb

• ray bradbury theater, shows 36-40 (divx 1985)
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 36 (Exorcism).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 37 (Mars is Heaven).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 38 (The Murderer).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 39 (Usher II).avi 174 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 40 (The Toynbee Convector).avi 173 Mb

• ray bradbury theater, shows 41-45 (divx 1985)
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 41 (The Day It Rained Forever).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 42 (And the Moon Be Still as Bright).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 43 (The Earthmen).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 44 (Zero Hour).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 45 (Colonel Stonesteel and the 'Desperate Empties').avi 173 Mb

• ray bradbury theater, shows 46-50 (divx 1985)
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 46 (The Concrete Mixer).avi 172 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 47 (The Jar).avi 172 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 48 (The Utterly Perfect Murder).avi 173 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 49 (The Martian).avi 168 Mb
  • Ray Bradbury Theater 50 (Let's Play Poison).avi 173 Mb

• ray bradbury theater, shows 51-55 (divx 1985)
• Ray Bradbury Theater 51 (The Dead Man).avi 179 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 52 (The Happiness Machine).avi 177 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 53 (The Lonely One).avi 174 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 54 (The Long Rain).avi 174 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 55 (The Anthem Sprinters).avi 179 Mb

• Ray Bradbury Theater 56 (Fee Fie Foe Fum).avi 172 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 57 (Downwind From Gettysburg).avi 172 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 58 (By the Numbers).avi 172 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 59 (The Tombstone).avi 173 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 60 (Tomorrow's Child).avi 173 Mb

• Ray Bradbury Theater 61 (Silent Towns).avi 172 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 62 (Some Live Like Lazarus).avi 172 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 63 (Sun and Shadow).avi 169 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 64 (Great Wide World Over There).avi 172 Mb
• Ray Bradbury Theater 65 (The Handler).avi 161 Mb

The Lonely One
The Happiness Machine
Tomorrow's Child
By the Numbers
The Long Rain
The Dead Man
Sun and Shadow
The Tombstone
The Silent Towns
Downwind from Gettysburg
Some Live like Lazarus
The Handler
Great Wide World over There
Fee Fie Foe Fum
Mars Is Heaven
The Murderer
The Screaming Woman
The Town Where No One Got Off
Banshee
The Crowd
The Playground
The Man Upstairs
Skeleton
The Small Assassin
Tyrannosaurus Rex
The Emissary
There Was an Old Woman
The Coffin
The Fruit at the Bottom of the Bowl
Gotcha!
Punishment Without Crime
On the Orient North
And So Died Riabouchinska
The Haunting of the New
The Dwarf
The Lake
A Miracle of Rare Device
To the Chicago Abyss
The Pedestrian
The Wind
The Wonderful Death of Dudley Stone
The Veldt
Hail and Farewell
A Sound of Thunder
Touched with Fire
A Touch of Petulance
Usher II
The Black Ferris
The Toynbee Convector
The Long Years
The Day It Rained Forever
Exorcism
The Earthmen
Zero Hour
Colonel Stonesteel and the Desperate Empties
The Concrete Mixer
The Jar
The Utterly Perfect Murder
Let's Play Poison
The Martian
Here There Be Tygers
Anthem Sprinters
Marionettes Inc.
The Moon Be Still as Bright
Boys Raise Giant Mushrooms in Your Cellar

Episode List

Season 1

- 1 – Marionettes, Inc. (S01E01 – 101)
- 2 – The Playground (S01E02 – 102)
- 3 – The Crowd (S01E03 – 103)
- 4 – The Town Where No One Got Off (S01E04 – 104)
- 5 – The Screaming Woman (S01E05 – 105)
- 6 – Banshee (S01E06 – 106)

Season 2

- 7 – The Fruit at the Bottom of the Bowl (S02E01 – 201)
- 8 – Skeleton (S02E02 – 202)
- 9 – The Emissary (S02E03 – 203)
- 10 – Gotcha! (S02E04 – 204)
- 11 – The Man Upstairs (S02E05 – 205)
- 12 – The Small Assassin (S02E06 – 206)
- 13 – Punishment Without Crime (S02E07 – 207)
- 14 – On the Orient, North (S02E08 – 208)
- 15 – The Coffin (S02E09 – 209)
- 16 – Tyrannosaurus Rex (S02E10 – 210)
- 17 – There Was an Old Woman (S02E11 – 211)
- 18 – And So Died Riabouchinska (S02E12 – 212)

Season 3

- 19 – The Dwarf (S03E01 – 301)
- 20 – A Miracle of Rare Device (S03E02 – 302)
- 21 – The Lake (S03E03 – 303)
- 22 – The Wind (S03E04 – 304)
- 23 – The Pedestrian (S03E05 – 305)
- 24 – A Sound of Thunder (S03E06 – 306)
- 25 – The Wonderful Death of Dudley Stone (S03E07 – 307)
- 26 – The Haunting of the New (S03E08 – 308)
- 27 – To the Chicago Abyss (S03E09 – 309)
- 28 – Hail and Farewell (S03E10 – 310)
- 29 – The Veldt (S03E11 – 311)
- 30 – Boys! Raise Giant Mushrooms in Your Cellar! (S03E12 – 312)
Season 4

- 31 – Mars Is Heaven (S04E01 – 401)
- 32 – The Murderer (S04E02 – 402)
- 33 – Touched with Fire (S04E03 – 403)
- 34 – The Black Ferris (S04E04 – 404)
- 35 – Usher II (S04E05 – 405)
- 36 – Touch of Petulance (S04E06 – 406)
- 37 – And the Moon Be Still as Bright (S04E07 – 407)
- 38 – The Toynbee Convector (S04E08 – 408)
- 39 – Exorcism (S04E09 – 409)
- 40 – The Day It Rained Forever (S04E10 – 410)
- 41 – The Long Years (S04E11 – 411)
- 42 – Here There Be Tygers (S04E12 – 412)

Season 5

- 43 – The Earthmen (S05E01 – 501)
- 44 – Zero Hour (S05E02 – 502)
- 45 – The Jar (S05E03 – 503)
- 46 – Colonel Stonesteel and the Desperate Empties (S05E04 – 504)
- 47 – The Concrete Mixer (S05E05 – 505)
- 48 – The Utterly Perfect Murder (S05E06 – 506)
- 49 – Let’s Play Poison (S05E07 – 507)
- 50 – The Martian (S05E08 – 508)

Season 6

- 51 – The Lonely One (S06E01 – 601)
- 52 – The Happiness Machine (S06E02 – 602)
- 53 – Tomorrow’s Child (S06E03 – 603)
- 54 – The Anthem Sprinters (S06E04 – 604)
- 55 – By the Numbers (S06E05 – 605)
- 56 – The Long Rain (S06E06 – 606)
- 57 – The Dead Man (S06E07 – 607)
- 58 – Sun and Shadow (S06E08 – 608)
- 59 – Silent Towns (S06E09 – 609)
- 60 – Downwind from Gettysburg (S06E10 – 610)
- 61 – Some Live Like Lazarus (S06E11 – 611)
- 62 – The Handler (S06E12 – 612)
- 63 – Fee Fie Foe Fum (S06E13 – 613)
- 64 – Great Wide World Over There (S06E14 – 614)
- 65 – The Tombstone (S06E15 – 615)
Filmography by TV series for
Ray Bradbury More at IMDbPro »

ad feedback

"Star Trek New Voyages: Phase II" (1 episode)
... aka "Star Trek: New Voyages" - USA (original title)

1. World Enough and Time (23 August 2007) - special thanks

"Dennis Miller" (1 episode)


"Hardball with Chris Matthews" (1 episode)

1. Episode dated 28 June 2004 (28 June 2004) - Himself

"Un, dos, tres... responda otra vez" (6 episodes)

1. Las mil y una noches (9 January 2004) - Writer (characters)
2. Dracula (16 January 2004) - Writer (characters)
5. Cuento de Navidad (6 February 2004) - Writer (characters)
6. La isla del tesoro (13 February 2004) - Writer (characters)

"The Screen Savers" (1 episode)

1. Episode dated 9 September 2003 (9 September 2003) - Himself

"Great Books" (1 episode)

1. Poe's Tales of Terror (30 October 2001) - Himself

"Alfred Hitchcock Presents" (1 episode)

1. The Jar (6 April 1986) - Writer (story)

"The Twilight Zone" (2 episodes)

1. Act Break/The Burning Man/Dealer's Choice (15 November 1985) - Writer (short story) (segment
"The Burning Man")

2. The Elevator/To See the Invisible Man/Tooth and Consequences (31 January 1986) - Writer (segment "The Elevator")

"The Ray Bradbury Theater" (58 episodes)

1. Marionettes, Inc. (21 May 1985) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
2. The Playground (4 June 1985) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
3. The Crowd (2 July 1985) - Writer (screenplay) (story), Host
4. The Town Where No One Got Off (22 February 1986) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
5. The Screaming Woman (22 February 1986) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
7. The Fruit at the Bottom of the Bowl (23 January 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
8. Skeleton (6 February 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
10. Gotchal! (20 February 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
11. The Man Upstairs (5 March 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
12. The Small Assassin (9 April 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
15. The Coffin (7 May 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
16. Tyrannosaurus Rex (14 May 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
17. There Was an Old Woman (21 May 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
18. And So Died Riabouchinska (28 May 1988) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
19. The Dwarf (7 July 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
20. A Miracle of Rare Device (14 July 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
21. The Lake (21 July 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story), Himself - Host
23. The Pedestrian (4 August 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
26. The Haunting of the New (15 September 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
27. To the Chicago Abyss (22 September 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
28. Hail and Farewell (30 September 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story), executive producer
29. The Veldt (10 November 1989) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
31. Mars Is Heaven (20 July 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
32. The Murderer (27 July 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
33. Touched with Fire (3 August 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
34. The Black Ferris (10 August 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
35. Usher II (17 August 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
36. Touch of Petulance (12 October 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
37. And the Moon Be Still as Bright (19 October 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
38. The Toynbee Convectors (26 October 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
39. Exorcism (2 November 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
40. The Day It Rained Forever (9 November 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
41. The Long Years (16 November 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
42. *Here There Be Tygers* (30 November 1990) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
47. *The Utterly Perfect Murder* (7 February 1992) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
54. *By the Numbers* (11 September 1992) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
55. *The Long Rain* (19 September 1992) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
56. *The Dead Man* (26 September 1992) - Writer (screenplay) (story)
57. *Sun and Shadow* (3 October 1992) - Writer (screenplay) (story)

"American Playhouse" (1 episode)

1. *Any Friend of Nicholas Nickleby Is a Friend of Mine* (9 February 1982) - Writer (story), Ralph as Man (voice)

"CBS Library" (1 episode)

1. *Robbers, Rooftops and Witches* (1 January 1982) - Writer (story "The Invisible Boy")

"The Martian Chronicles" (3 episodes)


"Omnibus" (1 episode)


"Good Morning America" (1 episode)

... aka "G.M.A." - USA (promotional abbreviation)


"Racconti di fantascienza" (3 episodes)

1. *La crisalide* (17 January 1979) - Writer (story)
3. **Isosia** (24 January 1979) - Writer (story)

"Curiosity Shop" (1 episode)

1. **The Groon** (1 January 1971) - Writer (writer)

"Telescope" (1 episode)

1. **The Illustrated Bradbury** (1 January 1968) - Himself

"Historias para no dormir" (2 episodes)

1. **El doble** (18 March 1966) - Writer (story)
2. **La sonrisa** (3 June 1966) - Writer (short story)

"Out of the Unknown" (1 episode)

1. **The Fox and the Forest** (22 November 1965) - Writer (writer)

"The Alfred Hitchcock Hour" (2 episodes)

... aka "Hitchcock Hour" - Japan (English title)

1. **The Jar** (14 February 1964) - Writer (short story)
2. **The Life Work of Juan Diaz** (26 October 1964) - Writer (story and teleplay)

"Armchair Theatre" (1 episode)

1. **Mr Big** (29 September 1963) - Writer (story "The Dwarf")

"Twilight Zone" (1 episode)

... aka "The Twilight Zone" - USA (original title)

1. **I Sing the Body Electric** (18 May 1962) - Writer (writer)

"Alcoa Premiere" (1 episode)

1. **The Jail** (6 February 1962) - Writer (writer)

"Troubleshooters" (1 episode)

1. **Tunnel to Yesterday** (4 December 1959) - Writer (writer)

"Steve Canyon" (1 episode)
1. **The Gift** (20 December 1958) - **Writer** (writer)  

"Rendezvous" (1 episode)

1. **The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit** (1 November 1958) - **Writer** (writer)  

"Playhouse 90" (1 episode)

1. **A Sound of Different Drummers** (3 October 1957) - **Writer** (story)  

"Jane Wyman Presents The Fireside Theatre" (1 episode)  
... aka "Jane Wyman Presents" - USA *(rerun title)*  
... aka "Jane Wyman Theater" - USA *(alternative title)*

1. **The Marked Bullet** (20 November 1956) - **Writer** (writer)  

"Studio 57" (1 episode)  
... aka "Heinz Studio 57" - USA *(alternative title)*

1. **The Great Wide World** (20 May 1956) - **Writer** (original story)  

"Alfred Hitchcock Presents" (5 episodes)

1. **Shopping for Death** (29 January 1956) - **Writer** (story and teleplay)  
2. **And So Died Riabouchinska** (12 February 1956) - **Writer** (story)  
3. **Design for Loving** (9 November 1958) - **Writer** (story) (teleplay)  
4. **Special Delivery** (29 November 1959) - **Writer** (writer)  
5. **The Faith of Aaron Menefee** (30 January 1962) - **Writer** (teleplay)  

"Star Tonight" (1 episode)

1. **Zero Hour** (28 April 1955) - **Writer** (story)  

"On Camera" (1 episode)

1. **The Man** (9 April 1955) - **Writer** (writer)  

"Fireside Theatre" (1 episode)

1. **The Relentless Weavers** (30 March 1954) - **Writer** (story)  

"Tales of Tomorrow" (1 episode)
1. **Homecoming** (10 April 1953) - *Writer* (story)

"CBS Television Workshop" (1 episode)

1. **Rocket** (16 March 1952) - *Writer* (story)

"Suspense" (1 episode)

1. **Summer Night** (19 February 1952) - *Writer* (story)

"Out There" (1 episode)

1. **The Man** (23 December 1951) - *Writer* (story)

"Lights Out" (1 episode)

1. **Zero Hour** (23 July 1951) - *Writer* (story)